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      {"id":1831276412992,"title":"Chef'sChoice EdgeSelect Commercial Diamond Hone Knife Sharpener","handle":"chefschoice-commercial-edgeselect-diamond-hone-knife-sharpener-model-2100","description":"\u003cp\u003eToday’s fast-paced commercial kitchens require an efficient, cost-effective and safety-conscious system of cutlery maintenance. The NSF-certified Model 2100 is the perfect solution for quickly sharpening knives in a cost and time-efficient manner. Its advanced technology allows anyone to quickly and easily put a razor-sharp edge on all commercial cutlery and even sharpen serrated knives. The three-stage Chef'sChoice® Commercial Diamond Hone® Knife Sharpener Model 2100 is fast and easy to use and creates a superior, longer-lasting sharp cutting edge that surpasses any other commercial sharpener. It will eliminate the need for costly and inconvenient knife-sharpening services. The unique edge geometry produced by the Model 2100's three-stage patented sharpening process (EdgeSelect®) can produce an edge with extraordinary bite for fibrous foods or a fine edge for precision cutting and slicing. Safe for quality knives, it never detempers the knife blade. Covered by the Chef'sChoice Three-Year Limited Warranty.\u003c\/p\u003e\u003cbr\u003e\u003cb\u003eFeatures\u003c\/b\u003e\u003cul\u003e\n\u003cli\u003eRevolutionary, 3-Stage commercial sharpener with EdgeSelect® lets you choose the edge to match the cutting task\u003c\/li\u003e\n\u003cli\u003eDiamond abrasives and ultra-fine stropping stage for amazingly sharp edges in seconds\u003c\/li\u003e\n\u003cli\u003eComes with a rugged sharpening module for 20-degree class knives that detaches easily for cleaning and sanitizing in sink or commercial dishwasher\u003c\/li\u003e\n\u003cli\u003eSharpens all 20-degree class knives, straight edge and serrated—kitchen knives, butcher knives, pocket and sporting knives, even cleavers\u003c\/li\u003e\n\u003cli\u003e15-degree sharpening module and ceramic knives sharpening module also available, sold separately\u003c\/li\u003e\n\u003cli\u003eEdges stay sharp up to three times longer—Advanced Trizor-Plus™ triple-bevel edge lasts and lasts\u003c\/li\u003e\n\u003cli\u003eNSF certified\u003c\/li\u003e\n\u003cli\u003ePlastic hold-down springs stabilize the knife blade against precise angle guides in each stage\u003c\/li\u003e\n\u003cli\u003eAlways clean all food, fat and grease from the knives before sharpening\u003c\/li\u003e\n\u003cli\u003eCovered by the Chef'sChoice Three-Year Limited Warranty\u003c\/li\u003e\n\u003c\/ul\u003e\u003cp\u003e\u003ca href=\"http:\/\/images.salsify.com\/image\/upload\/s--ExBOfTQx--\/iuwbyjstupnw66jknjtc.pdf\"\u003eDownload the Manual\u003c\/a\u003e\u003c\/p\u003e","published_at":"2020-06-12T16:23:36-04:00","created_at":"2018-12-14T09:34:45-05:00","vendor":"Chef'sChoice","type":"Sharpeners","tags":["15-degrees","20-degrees","3-stage","asian-knives","bread-knives","chefs-knives","Commercial","commercial-use","Commercial: Electric Sharpeners","fillet-knives","fine-edge","fishing-knives","household-knives","hunting-knives","knife-guide","manual sharpeners","pocket-knives","santoku","serrated","Sharpeners","Sharpeners: Electric Sharpeners","single-sided","spo-default","spo-disabled","sports-knives","steeled-edge","straight-edge","target","TargetCategory:Manual Sharpeners","TargetPlus","triple-bevel"],"price":67999,"price_min":67999,"price_max":67999,"available":false,"price_varies":false,"compare_at_price":null,"compare_at_price_min":0,"compare_at_price_max":0,"compare_at_price_varies":false,"variants":[{"id":40647930970178,"title":"Brushed Metal","option1":"Brushed Metal","option2":null,"option3":null,"sku":"0210008","requires_shipping":true,"taxable":true,"featured_image":{"id":31014695796802,"product_id":1831276412992,"position":1,"created_at":"2023-12-22T15:07:33-05:00","updated_at":"2023-12-22T15:07:34-05:00","alt":null,"width":3000,"height":3000,"src":"\/\/chefschoice.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/qafn97srrb6ftorzeevw.jpg?v=1703275654","variant_ids":[40647930970178]},"available":false,"name":"Chef'sChoice EdgeSelect Commercial Diamond Hone Knife Sharpener - Brushed Metal","public_title":"Brushed Metal","options":["Brushed Metal"],"price":67999,"weight":0,"compare_at_price":null,"inventory_management":"shopify","barcode":"087877021086","featured_media":{"alt":null,"id":23369190539330,"position":1,"preview_image":{"aspect_ratio":1.0,"height":3000,"width":3000,"src":"\/\/chefschoice.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/qafn97srrb6ftorzeevw.jpg?v=1703275654"}},"requires_selling_plan":false,"selling_plan_allocations":[],"quantity_rule":{"min":1,"max":null,"increment":1}}],"images":["\/\/chefschoice.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/qafn97srrb6ftorzeevw.jpg?v=1703275654","\/\/chefschoice.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/d44oogdl8yc60fsr5ffh.jpg?v=1703275656","\/\/chefschoice.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/tejferudslcuvnwr6nf8.jpg?v=1703275659","\/\/chefschoice.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/hsmmyqkxd62qe9ddckof.jpg?v=1703275662","\/\/chefschoice.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/y8gkryjiwka8eprnpvbj.jpg?v=1703275664","\/\/chefschoice.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/rk8lb0q9irl7w8dapo3r.jpg?v=1703275666","\/\/chefschoice.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/in48sehdca3jqhaaplh2.jpg?v=1703275669"],"featured_image":"\/\/chefschoice.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/qafn97srrb6ftorzeevw.jpg?v=1703275654","options":["Color"],"media":[{"alt":null,"id":23369190539330,"position":1,"preview_image":{"aspect_ratio":1.0,"height":3000,"width":3000,"src":"\/\/chefschoice.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/qafn97srrb6ftorzeevw.jpg?v=1703275654"},"aspect_ratio":1.0,"height":3000,"media_type":"image","src":"\/\/chefschoice.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/qafn97srrb6ftorzeevw.jpg?v=1703275654","width":3000},{"alt":null,"id":23369190637634,"position":2,"preview_image":{"aspect_ratio":1.0,"height":3000,"width":3000,"src":"\/\/chefschoice.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/d44oogdl8yc60fsr5ffh.jpg?v=1703275656"},"aspect_ratio":1.0,"height":3000,"media_type":"image","src":"\/\/chefschoice.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/d44oogdl8yc60fsr5ffh.jpg?v=1703275656","width":3000},{"alt":null,"id":23369190932546,"position":3,"preview_image":{"aspect_ratio":1.0,"height":3000,"width":3000,"src":"\/\/chefschoice.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/tejferudslcuvnwr6nf8.jpg?v=1703275659"},"aspect_ratio":1.0,"height":3000,"media_type":"image","src":"\/\/chefschoice.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/tejferudslcuvnwr6nf8.jpg?v=1703275659","width":3000},{"alt":null,"id":23369191063618,"position":4,"preview_image":{"aspect_ratio":1.0,"height":3000,"width":3000,"src":"\/\/chefschoice.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/hsmmyqkxd62qe9ddckof.jpg?v=1703275662"},"aspect_ratio":1.0,"height":3000,"media_type":"image","src":"\/\/chefschoice.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/hsmmyqkxd62qe9ddckof.jpg?v=1703275662","width":3000},{"alt":null,"id":23369191096386,"position":5,"preview_image":{"aspect_ratio":1.0,"height":3000,"width":3000,"src":"\/\/chefschoice.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/y8gkryjiwka8eprnpvbj.jpg?v=1703275664"},"aspect_ratio":1.0,"height":3000,"media_type":"image","src":"\/\/chefschoice.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/y8gkryjiwka8eprnpvbj.jpg?v=1703275664","width":3000},{"alt":null,"id":23369191227458,"position":6,"preview_image":{"aspect_ratio":1.0,"height":3000,"width":3000,"src":"\/\/chefschoice.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/rk8lb0q9irl7w8dapo3r.jpg?v=1703275666"},"aspect_ratio":1.0,"height":3000,"media_type":"image","src":"\/\/chefschoice.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/rk8lb0q9irl7w8dapo3r.jpg?v=1703275666","width":3000},{"alt":null,"id":23369191292994,"position":7,"preview_image":{"aspect_ratio":1.0,"height":3000,"width":3000,"src":"\/\/chefschoice.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/in48sehdca3jqhaaplh2.jpg?v=1703275669"},"aspect_ratio":1.0,"height":3000,"media_type":"image","src":"\/\/chefschoice.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/in48sehdca3jqhaaplh2.jpg?v=1703275669","width":3000}],"requires_selling_plan":false,"selling_plan_groups":[],"content":"\u003cp\u003eToday’s fast-paced commercial kitchens require an efficient, cost-effective and safety-conscious system of cutlery maintenance. The NSF-certified Model 2100 is the perfect solution for quickly sharpening knives in a cost and time-efficient manner. Its advanced technology allows anyone to quickly and easily put a razor-sharp edge on all commercial cutlery and even sharpen serrated knives. The three-stage Chef'sChoice® Commercial Diamond Hone® Knife Sharpener Model 2100 is fast and easy to use and creates a superior, longer-lasting sharp cutting edge that surpasses any other commercial sharpener. It will eliminate the need for costly and inconvenient knife-sharpening services. The unique edge geometry produced by the Model 2100's three-stage patented sharpening process (EdgeSelect®) can produce an edge with extraordinary bite for fibrous foods or a fine edge for precision cutting and slicing. Safe for quality knives, it never detempers the knife blade. Covered by the Chef'sChoice Three-Year Limited Warranty.\u003c\/p\u003e\u003cbr\u003e\u003cb\u003eFeatures\u003c\/b\u003e\u003cul\u003e\n\u003cli\u003eRevolutionary, 3-Stage commercial sharpener with EdgeSelect® lets you choose the edge to match the cutting task\u003c\/li\u003e\n\u003cli\u003eDiamond abrasives and ultra-fine stropping stage for amazingly sharp edges in seconds\u003c\/li\u003e\n\u003cli\u003eComes with a rugged sharpening module for 20-degree class knives that detaches easily for cleaning and sanitizing in sink or commercial dishwasher\u003c\/li\u003e\n\u003cli\u003eSharpens all 20-degree class knives, straight edge and serrated—kitchen knives, butcher knives, pocket and sporting knives, even cleavers\u003c\/li\u003e\n\u003cli\u003e15-degree sharpening module and ceramic knives sharpening module also available, sold separately\u003c\/li\u003e\n\u003cli\u003eEdges stay sharp up to three times longer—Advanced Trizor-Plus™ triple-bevel edge lasts and lasts\u003c\/li\u003e\n\u003cli\u003eNSF certified\u003c\/li\u003e\n\u003cli\u003ePlastic hold-down springs stabilize the knife blade against precise angle guides in each stage\u003c\/li\u003e\n\u003cli\u003eAlways clean all food, fat and grease from the knives before sharpening\u003c\/li\u003e\n\u003cli\u003eCovered by the Chef'sChoice Three-Year Limited Warranty\u003c\/li\u003e\n\u003c\/ul\u003e\u003cp\u003e\u003ca href=\"http:\/\/images.salsify.com\/image\/upload\/s--ExBOfTQx--\/iuwbyjstupnw66jknjtc.pdf\"\u003eDownload the Manual\u003c\/a\u003e\u003c\/p\u003e"}
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        Product Description

                  
                    
                    	 
                        
                         Today’s fast-paced commercial kitchens require an efficient, cost-effective and safety-conscious system of cutlery maintenance. The NSF-certified Model 2100 is the perfect solution for quickly sharpening knives in a cost and time-efficient manner. Its advanced technology allows anyone to quickly and easily put a razor-sharp edge on all commercial cutlery and even sharpen serrated knives. The three-stage Chef'sChoice® Commercial Diamond Hone® Knife Sharpener Model 2100 is fast and easy to use and creates a superior, longer-lasting sharp cutting edge that surpasses any other commercial sharpener. It will eliminate the need for costly and inconvenient knife-sharpening services. The unique edge geometry produced by the Model 2100's three-stage patented sharpening process (EdgeSelect®) can produce an edge with extraordinary bite for fibrous foods or a fine edge for precision cutting and slicing. Safe for quality knives, it never detempers the knife blade. Covered by the Chef'sChoice Three-Year Limited Warranty.

Features	Revolutionary, 3-Stage commercial sharpener with EdgeSelect® lets you choose the edge to match the cutting task
	Diamond abrasives and ultra-fine stropping stage for amazingly sharp edges in seconds
	Comes with a rugged sharpening module for 20-degree class knives that detaches easily for cleaning and sanitizing in sink or commercial dishwasher
	Sharpens all 20-degree class knives, straight edge and serrated—kitchen knives, butcher knives, pocket and sporting knives, even cleavers
	15-degree sharpening module and ceramic knives sharpening module also available, sold separately
	Edges stay sharp up to three times longer—Advanced Trizor-Plus™ triple-bevel edge lasts and lasts
	NSF certified
	Plastic hold-down springs stabilize the knife blade against precise angle guides in each stage
	Always clean all food, fat and grease from the knives before sharpening
	Covered by the Chef'sChoice Three-Year Limited Warranty

Download the Manual


                      
                    

                     
                  
                  

                  
                  
                  
                  Product Features Shown In Red:
See “Edge Type” for sharpener capabilities and “Knife Guide” for recommended knives.
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                         Today’s fast-paced commercial kitchens require an efficient, cost-effective and safety-conscious system of cutlery maintenance. The NSF-certified Model 2100 is the perfect solution for quickly sharpening knives in a cost and time-efficient manner. Its advanced technology allows anyone to quickly and easily put a razor-sharp edge on all commercial cutlery and even sharpen serrated knives. The three-stage Chef'sChoice® Commercial Diamond Hone® Knife Sharpener Model 2100 is fast and easy to use and creates a superior, longer-lasting sharp cutting edge that surpasses any other commercial sharpener. It will eliminate the need for costly and inconvenient knife-sharpening services. The unique edge geometry produced by the Model 2100's three-stage patented sharpening process (EdgeSelect®) can produce an edge with extraordinary bite for fibrous foods or a fine edge for precision cutting and slicing. Safe for quality knives, it never detempers the knife blade. Covered by the Chef'sChoice Three-Year Limited Warranty.

Features	Revolutionary, 3-Stage commercial sharpener with EdgeSelect® lets you choose the edge to match the cutting task
	Diamond abrasives and ultra-fine stropping stage for amazingly sharp edges in seconds
	Comes with a rugged sharpening module for 20-degree class knives that detaches easily for cleaning and sanitizing in sink or commercial dishwasher
	Sharpens all 20-degree class knives, straight edge and serrated—kitchen knives, butcher knives, pocket and sporting knives, even cleavers
	15-degree sharpening module and ceramic knives sharpening module also available, sold separately
	Edges stay sharp up to three times longer—Advanced Trizor-Plus™ triple-bevel edge lasts and lasts
	NSF certified
	Plastic hold-down springs stabilize the knife blade against precise angle guides in each stage
	Always clean all food, fat and grease from the knives before sharpening
	Covered by the Chef'sChoice Three-Year Limited Warranty

Download the Manual
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	3 STAGE: Revolutionary, 3-Stage commercial sharpener with Edge Select lets you choose the edge to match the cutting task
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	FAST: Diamond abrasives and ultra-fine stropping stage for amazingly sharp edges in seconds
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	RUGGED SHARPENING MODULE: Comes with a rugged sharpening module for 20-degree class knives that detaches easily for cleaning and sanitizing in sink or commercial dishwasher
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